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Club Contest July 17 th & 18 th

You Should Have Been There!
David Jansen gave his presentation as promised and it was a real doozy. David
regaled us with colorful stories about his decades-long involvement with MECCA
and the pursuit of rare model airplane engines all over the US.
The $5 dollar raffle David organized was for a Jerry Stoloff Diamond Demon
expertly built and covered in silk by Roger Maves. The Diamond Demon was set
up for Old Timer FF with an Olson 23 complete with ignition, timer and was
ready-to-fly. The plane was won by James Barkduhl- who no longer has an
excuse not to come out and fly at the contests!
Roger Maves was kind enough to share with us his short autobiography outlining
his involvement with rubber free flight competition at the International level.
For those of you who think meetings are stuffy and boring here’s a news
flash! At the end of his presentation, Dave handed out a small fortune in collector’s
engines to members of the club- including Carol, Kathy and Marci whom received a
trio of Atom engines representing the three variations produced over the years.

Supercharged Thunderbird 60:
one of the many stellar ignition
engines presented to lucky and
appreciative club members by
David Jansen

Contest Report for June 26th & 27th Rain Wind Date

by Mike Fields
Saturday was reminiscent of the whole past year- winds as low as 5 mph and gusting up to 25 mph with a squall line
passing through to boot. Planes stayed tucked in their hangars, engines were test run and hand launch gliders were the
plane of the day. Norm tried to fly his Lucky Lindy, but was plagued by engine problems. My inexpert opinion says fuel
delivery or the mixture is set too lean. Every time he’d launch the plane the engine would sag, then turn up and get the
plane into a strong climb- only to quit and have the plane enter an accelerated stall. The last stall ended up too close to
terra firma. Maybe we should rename it the Unlucky Lindy!
Sunday the 27th was a glorious flying day! Winds were calm all
morning, thermals were booming and planes were flying. The
winds picked up a bit in the afternoon, but it was still great flying
weather.

Mike Fields modified this Leisure Playboy. Nose is shortened to
original length and a total of ¼” of decalage was removed from
what was shown on plans. Covered in green and yellow silk it
weighs 32oz ready to fly. Balance is at 55% to 60% wing chord.
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I was able to fly my Leisure Electric Playboy for over 45 minutes
on an 800 mah 2-cell Li-Po battery pack. I still had juice left, but
my neck was too dang sore. Three times I dropped under 100 ft
of altitude and each time the plane was able to pick up another
thermal and speck out without switching on the motor. Seems
the Playboy is one of the few planes that can compete with a
Goldberg Sailplane for thermal hopping.
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Most of us were having so much fun flying we didn’t bother
filling out time sheets. The one exception was Duane Hjerleid
who posted a couple of maxes in catapult glider.
Duane Hjerleid brought out a brand-new Top Kick towline
glider for MMM events. Duane had a couple of really nice test
flights under his belt when a gust of wind folded his wing while
it was on tow. Hopefully he can get the wing repaired for the
next MMM contest.
Al Yehauz flew an easy max with his Jabberwock in small
rubber- it was a darn good thing he had the fuse lit because the
plane was headed for the moon when it DT’d.
Richard Sills brought out a Gentle Lady converted to electric
power complete with a folding prop. Turns out he had so much
power the plane hit the ground before he could recover from
hand launching it. Apparently he only broke the prop, so the
plane will return to fly at a later date.

Nose shot of the Leisure Playboy showing Eflite Park 480 motor
which provides ample power for this plane. Battery hatch cover
is held on with tiny magnets. Battery(s) slide in vertically behind
firewall. An extra battery pack is required to hit the proper CG
when using 2-cell packs for Electric Texaco. LER uses 1000 mah
3-cell pack and has phenomenal climb.

Norm’s wife Phyllis baked a scrumpt-dilly-icious German chocolate cake which was passed around for lunch on both
days. Good flying and good food- now that’s living large!

SAM 1 Flyer “Maxes Out” in Heavenly Thermal
SAM 1 lost another valued member last month. I am sad to report that Gayle
Jackson, whose shoes I have been trying to fill as the Newsletter editor, passed
away in his sleep this May.
Gayle was a very special person who never had a bad thing to say about anybody
or anything. He never failed to support the club by hosting meetings or filling
positions of responsibility- and filled these duties with a smile on his face.
Gayle had a thing for flying his planes for as long and high as possible. More than
once he lost planes by flying them so high that he lost sight of them- but he would
just buy another plane and do it again.

Gayle with his electric Cub

K. Sills photo

He is shown on the left with one of the several ARF Cubs he wore out or lost.
While we all gave him a hard time about flying an ARF instead of a SAM legal
plane, but he would always come out and fly for hours until the batteries in his
transmitter gave out. His passion for the simple act of flying was unsurpassed.
We will miss you, Gayle!
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From the Pilot’s Seat_
Duane Hjerleid
Well it’s already the last of June when I am writing this. We just haven’t had much
flyable weather so far this year. I feel that the rest of the season must get better so let
us all be ready for the rest of the season, show up and FLY.
Not only is the season getting shorter fast, but our future club meetings will necessitate
some serious long term planning. We will need to plan the September Memorial
Contest, so do give that some thought. But more seriously, planning will begin on what
to do about the future of SAM-1. One of our past Presidents got our attention when he
tried to warn us of the possible demise of the club, at least we should realize that. Right
now the club is dangerously low on revenue, as the cost of the field lease, spraying
weeds, and other incidental fees, along with our shrinking membership, have done
some serious damage to our reserves. I have asked our treasurer to be prepared to present some facts and statistics at
this upcoming meeting. We should have a good discussion, and hopefully come up with some direction for the future. I
ask each and everyone to give that some serious thought and to be prepared to contribute and hopefully we can come
up with a plan.
In the mean time fly, fly, fly.

What to do?

Editorial by Mike Fields

We have hit a critical point in the history of the Club. The SAM movement started here in 1969 and SAM 1 started soon
thereafter. The vision of our founding members helped begin a world-wide movement to preserve and gain appreciation
for the pioneers of model aviation and the model planes they designed. A time when people were encouraged to create
the best, not just fly the best. Our club has soldiered on for close to forty years- two generations- but it seems we are
about to pay the boatman to ferry the Model Museum Flying Club across the river Styx.
I first joined SAM 1 in 1984 during a meeting at Terry Edward’s house in Boulder- I think Karl Bruggeman was the
President. I remember Jansen and Ramsey conducting a verbal sparring match with wit dry enough to start a fire. The
Club has always represented to me not just interesting old airplanes; but old school gentlemen.
The Grim Reaper has been following our club like the IRS hot on the trail of a moonshiner and he has been far more
successful in collecting old members than we have been at collecting new members. Because our membership is so low,
we must either increase the dues to $100 a member in order to cover the field lease, weed control and Porta-pottycosts or we will have to shutter the doors on SAM 1 and join ranks with MMM.
The Model Museum Flying Club has always been populated by gentlemen cut from a finer cloth than our
contemporaries and I’m not willing to see a club with our history become history without a fight.
Please, come to the meeting and be prepared to roll up your sleeves and find a solution.
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Wings Over the Rockies
The Wings Over the Rockies is an annual
event for all of the AMA Clubs in Colorado
to promote model airplanes to the
general public. This year far exceeded past
years both in club participation and public
viewing.
There were indoor FF & RC flying
demonstrations, scratch-built engine
demonstrations where they ran a 7
cylinder radial and an inline 4 cylinder
engine. Indoor control line flying was
conducted as well. A miniature turbine
engine was demonstrated outside for all
A great shot of the event. Club displays ran around the perimeter of the hanger and to see and hear!
in the center as well.
Gayle Jackson
photo

The most looked at plane was Al Yeuhaz’s
compressed air model. People were
absolutely fascinated with the brass threecylinder air motor. They were even more
amazed to hear the motor was a replica of a
motor built in the 1930s.
It flys!

3 Cylinder air motor Kathy Sills photo
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Kathy Sills photo

Al Yehauz with compressed air plane
designed by Johnson
Kathy Sills photo
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The SAM 1 Model Museum Flying Club display. Lounging in the chairs from L to R- Mike Fields, Jim Whelan and Jack Warkins.
Gayle Jackson photo

Two Playboys showing their colors- the planes, silly, not Duane and Jack!
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Gayle Jackson photo
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A fine article reprinted with permission from Dave Jansen’s book- Model Engine Designer and Manufacturer Profiles:

The Morton M-5
Ask any model engine collector what engine
he has at the top of his “want” list and
almost without hesitation he’ll say a Morton
M-5! And he will probably volunteer that he
wants it just to look at all the time.
Glenn R. Morton had designed and was
manufacturing his Morton Challenger, a sort of
copy of the then popular Baby Cyclone, since
1937 when he originally called it the Conqueror.
At $11.95 including tank, coil, condenser and
mount it sold sporadically. He also produced a
water cooled version both with moving points.
They were not serialized and today are among
the rarest of model engines. Morton Brothers of
Kearney, Neb. were the manufacturers of note.
They went on to produce the IMP Intermote,
Water Nymph and the New Hurricane, trying to
improve their financial situation. In May of 1938
they moved to Wichita, Kansas where Glen
became associated with the Swallow Aircraft
Corp. Using the name Aviation Industries, Glen
offered the tiny New Hurricane. It was a sideline
and the little engine proved popular for awhile,
much to Glen’s delight.

Photo courtesy of the Joe Martin Foundation

As the possibilities of armed conflict grew in Europe in the late 30s,
it became evident that trained workers would be needed in the aviation
industry and Glen established a technical training school in Wichita. In the
early spring of 1944 it became evident to Glen that war production was
diminishing, aircraft parts production contracts were very difficult to obtain
and that some other items would have to be produced in his shop. Because
of his previous experience with model engine production, Glen considered
model engine fabrication as a possible way to keep his production facilities
busy when WWII was over.
Photo by Ron Chernich
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Glen’s dream was to have something more exotic than the usual run of
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model engines and calling on his experience with full sized radial aircraft engines such as the Warners, Wrights and
LeBlonds he chose the five-cylinder LeBlond. Initial general design concepts began in the spring of 1944 when time could
be spared from war production. Advertisements were placed in various model magazines offering drawing sets for these
early concepts. As the initial drawings were completed for finished parts after many changes took place.
Numerous attempts were made to promote interest in the M-5 engine with various state vocational training
schools and the armed forces. It was not until the March, 1945 ads (seen on the opposite page) appeared showing the
completed engine, prices and accessories that
the modeling “public” became aware of the
engine. Many additional changes in the design
took place during this time and spare parts
were manufactured. Accessories such as two
and three bladed props, tubular engine
mounts, coils, condensers, V-3 Champion spark
plugs and two volt wetcells, were added to try
to beef up sales.

Cutaway of the Morton M-5. It’s easy to see why the Morton Brothers were
not able to compete price-wise with other engine manufacturers of the day.
Photo courtesy of the Joe Martin Foundation
To see an astounding collection of miniature engines, go to:
http://www.craftsmanshipmuseum.com/KnappCol.htm

Sales of the Morton products were
initially factory direct with all materials sent
postpaid. The prices for the M-5 were two to
three times the prices of most good running
single cylinder engines and the power output
of “around” ½ hp peaked at 3,500 rpm. The
four-stroke-cycle engine weighed 22 oz.
Although the uniqueness of the M-5 developed
considerable interest the high cost and the
great complexity of the engine, coupled with
mediocre performance at best did not produce
the expected sales. Glen conceded finally that
the M-5 could never be a profitable product. UControl models of the famous Beechcraft-17
were kitted but to little effect sales wise and at
a stockholders meeting on May 24, 1946 it was
decided to liquidate all assets of the Morton
Aircraft Corporation.

The Burgess Battery Co. of Lake Forest, IL purchased 289 complete, unassembled M-5 engines and the castings, molds
and fixtures but the major machine tools were not. Glen Morton returned to central Nebraska, operated a night club for
a time and then turned to pressure castings forming a partnership in Grand Island, Neb. He patented numerous designs
on his vertical units. His retirement in 1967 saw him move to Lebanon, Mo. where he and his wife built a get-a-way
home in the Ozarks; enjoying life until his death in 1975.
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Of great interest is the fact that Glen designed and executed a single mold for his M-5 cylinders in the kitchen of
his home in Wichita and it was used for thousands of castings.
In the meantime the Burgess Handicraft Division which had acquired the M-5 previously, spent much time in
parts matching before they could sell a fully set up M-5, their first ad appearing in the Sept. 1947 Air Trails listing the
engine for $75. They attended numerous air shows, solicited the hobby shops with literature to little avail. An M-5
powered Waco UPF-7, a B-17, a Gee Bee, a staggerwing Beach, a Grumman twin engine Skyrocket and a Stearman were
all set up with engines to demonstrate when possible. Most of the demonstration attempts were not successful. And
again, the high costs, disappointing sales both brought an end to the Burgess attempts to make the project profitable.
Sometime in late 1948 one Willis Manning purchased the remains, establishing M&S Engineering to sell and service the
M-5s and within a few years the project disappeared. At best it is determined some 1,500 engines were produced. To
this day the Morton M-5 remains at the top of a model engine collector’s wish list and commands hundreds of dollars
when available.

SAM 1 Officers for 2010

President:

Duane Hjerleid
303-973-1435
dewey80127@gmail.co

Vice-president:

Norm Frawley
303-530-2528
normphyll@msn.com

Secretary-Treasurer:

Richard Sills
303-651-0349
resills@msn.com

Editor-at-large:

Mike Fields
303-420-5693
clarkenfields1@comcast.net
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